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Abstract. Ionosonde data. of Kodaikanal (Geog.Long. 77° 
29'E, dip 3.00N) and Huancayo (Geog.Long. 75°18'W, dip 
2.00N) are used to show the simultaneous occurrence of a tran
sient disturbance in F region height of composite polarity in 
day and night sectors near the dip equator during the auroral 
substorm activity on 20 August 1979. At Kodaikanal which 
is on the nightside at the time of the substorm activity, h'F 
first underwent an abrupt and rapid decrease (80km in 1 hI') 

followed by a much larger incre8.'>e (120km in 1 hr). Perturba
tion in hpF2 of exactly opposite polarity was simultaneously 
seen at Huancayo which is on the dayside. The decrease in 
h'F at Kodaikaual (increase ill Ilj)F2 at II lla.ncayo) occurred 
in association with an increase in polar cap potential drop, 
4> (estimated from IMF parameters), and the subsequent in
crease (decrease at Huancayo) with a decrease in polar cap 
potential. The F-regioll height disturbance is interpreted as 
the manifestation of a global transient composite disturba.nce 
in equatorial zonal electric field ca.used by the prompt pen
etration of suhstorm-related high latitude electric fields into 
the equatorial ionosphere. The polarity pattern of the electric 
field disturhance is cOllsii;tellt with the global convection mod
els which predict westward (>astwa.l'd) electric fields at lIight 
(by day) near the geomagnetic equator in response to all in· 
crease in polar cap potential drop, !l.ud fields of opposite signs 
for a decrease in polar cap potential. 

Introduction 

That electric fields of ma.gneto~pheric/high la.titude origin 
can instantaneously penetrate to low latitudes at times of sud
den transitions in IMF Bz and attendant changes in polar cap 
potential drop (4)), auroral suhstorm activity and asymmetric 
ring current is now established (see Fejer, 1991 a.nd referellces 
therein). In the dip equat.orial region the prompt penetration 
electric field which are transi('nt (typical duration", 21m) and 
global in nature, inva.riahly manif('st in the zonal component. 
An aspect of transient e\('ctri<- fields that has not received due 
attention so far is the obR('rvatiol\ that they tend to a.ppear 
either with a.n increase in high latitude conv('ction aroulld the 
onset of a substorm (due to southward turning of Bz) or with a 
decrease in convection during its recovery pitase (due to north
ward turning of Bz) but not both (e.g. Fejer et ai, 1979 a). 
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This is rather disconcerting hecause, typically, increase in con
vection around the onset of a sl1bstorm will be followed by a 
decrease in its recovery phase and t.!le effects of both are to pre
vail, at least in principle. Specific sea.rclles for the composite 
electric field effects due to increases and decreases in convec
tioll, however, have not been madt' for individual substorms 
especially for the dip equatoria.l region. Studies of composite 
electric field disturbances a.re lJecessa.ry ill view of their impli
catiolls to the uuderstauding of physica.l processes that govern 
the generation of disturbances in high Ia.titude electric fields 
and their penetration to low latitudes at times of substorm 
activity. 

We have quite recently found evidenc(> for a. tranRient com

posite disturbance in the <'quatoria.l mila.! electric field in the 
midnight-dawn sector, ill dose associa.t.ion with an isolated au

roral substorm of modera.t.e st.rength (Sastri et al, 1992). In 
this paver we report tilt' chal'act.eris1ks of a. transient compos
ite electric field disturhanc(> t.hat is simultaneously seen both 
in the night a.nd day hem isphc'res near 1,he dip eq nator ill close 
association with all event. of is ala. ted auroral suhstorm activity. 

Da.ta 

We have used F-Iayer h('igllt data derived from the iono
grams recorded at I\odaikanal (10° 1-I'N, 77°29'E, dip 3.00 N) 
and Huancayo (12°8, 75° J~'W, dip 2.0° N) . We ha.ve relied on 
hpF2 to ascertain the change'S in the vertiCil'! pla.'i1l1a drift and 
hence in the zonal electric fi('ld in the dayside s('ctor. Similarly 
we have made use of h'F data for informa.t.ion on zonal electric 
fields for the night sector. At. night, h'F and its time derivative 
[d(h'F)/dt} near dip equat.or provide reliable information on F 
region vertical pla..~ma drift, Vz (e.g. Bit.tellcourt and Abdu, 
1981). The inherent limitat.ions ill I.he usage of hpF2jh'F (see 
Batistaet aI, 1991; Sal't.ri (>t al. 1992 for d(>tails) do not vitiat!' 
the conclusions of the prcs(>nt. study as w(> are primarily in
terested here not in the ahsolute vahl(,s of the v(>rtical pla..<;ma 
drift but the short-term chang('s in it on subst.onn time scales. 
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Results a.nd DisctHlsion 

The substorm-related p('rturbation in F region height was 
seen at Kodaikanal and 1I11an('ayo 011 20 Augm;t 1979, a mod

era.tely disturbed day (Ap = 112). The time histol'ies of the 
a.uroral electrojet indices (AU/ALI AE) over the period 04-24 
UT on the day shown in Figure.1 indicate the occurrence of se
vere auroral substorm activity (Kp = 7°) sta.rting around 1630 
UT. The relatively quiet geomagnetic conditions that preceded 
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Fig.1. Time histories of the auroral electrojet indices (AU I ALI . ~ 

AE) during the interval 04-24 UT on 20 August 1979 iUus- '000 

trating the onset of an isolated, severe substorm around I-..."l.., -.l.-~-...I-......t".:---'---:iz~o-'---:zt:z---::o::au.r.:;;; 
1630 UT. The vertical daslle-d lilies indicate the period 10 ;: 
when a conspicious perturbation in F-region height pre- c 
va.iled simultaneously at Kodaikanal (dip 3°N) and Huan- ! 
cayo (dip 2°N) separated by 10 hrs in local time. ~ 
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the substorm activity te-stify to its rather isolated lIa.ture. The 
wide spatial extellt of the substorm activity can be inferred 
from the AE index which was > 2000 nT at its maximum. Fig
ure.2 shows the variationR of h'F at Kodaikanal and of hpF2 at 
Huancayo for the interval 13 UT of 20 August to 01UT of 21 
August together with the monthly median patterns (dashed 
curves). Also shown are the low-time resolution (hourly a.v
erages) data of the auroral electrojet indices (AU I AL), IMF 
Bz (hourly values) in GSM coordinates and the polar cap po
tential drop (4)), estimated from IMF data using the empirical 
formula. of Reiff and Luhman 1\ (1986). We have not introduced 
any specific delay between Bz and 4>, because the time lag that 
prevails between the changE-II ill Bz and t/! is usually less than 
the basic time resolution (lhr I of the published IMF data avail
able with us. 

On 20 August 1979, h'F at Kodaikanal displayed the usual 
post-sunset enhancement although the maximum in h'F is 
higher and the time of i t8 occurrence earlier that the corre
sponding median values (Figure.2). This feature implies that 
though the upward V % is higher than the 1I0rmal, its post
sunset enhancement is shorter in duration 011 20 August (see 
Figure.3). After reaching the maximum, h'F rapidly decreased 
indicating the prevalence oflarger than normal values of down
ward Vz till 2000 LT (Figures. 2 and 3). This sort of departure 
from the median pattern is not uncommon because Vz is well 
known to undergo considerable day-to-day variability even on 
quiet days in the post-sunsE't period. h'F and Vz recovered to 
the median values by 21LT, but beginning at 2130LT (1630UT) 
there was a sudden and anomalous reduction in h'F from 340 

km to 260 km a.t 2230 LT (i.e.SO km ill 1 hr). The time vari
ation of [d(h'F)/dtJ shows tha.t a downward vertical drift of 
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Fig.2. Time va.riation (hourly valut'f;) of til<' north-south (Bs) 

component of IMF, a.uroral eiertrojt't indict's (AU/AL) 
from 13 UT of 20 August 1979 to OlllT of 21 August 1979 
(bottom and middle panels). Tht' V"driatiolls ill the polar 
cap potential drop (4)) clltimatNI from I~H·I)ar.un(>tersis 
also shown. The top panels IIhow tilt' variation of h'F at 
Kodaikanal (on the nigiltsidt'). and of 11\>1-'2 at Ifuancayo 
(on the dayside) on 20 August 1979 wit II the monthly 
median patterns (dashed cUfveR) Sll pt'rpoRt'd for reference. 

about 22 ms-1 prevailed for all hOllr while.> the l11<,dian pattern 
is a much smaller drift (~ 8.3 ms- I ) at tilt' time {Figure.3}. 

The strong downward drift t'a~ed a bit by 2230 LT and moved 
closer to the median valuC/l. Snbseqllt'ntly the F- region height 
at Kodaikanal experjenc~d aJloth~r conspiciou8 perturba.tion 
in the form of an increa~e b<'ginnillg at OOLT (Figure.2). The 
increase was slow a.nd small initially but was rapid and sub
stantiallater such that h'F rose from 260km at 01 I.T (20UT) 
to 380 km by 02 LT (21 UT) i.e. an increase of 120km in 1 
hour or a gross upward drift of 33.3.ms-l. Vz estimated from 
the time derivative of II'F (Figure.:~) indeed shows the pres
ence of significant upward drift for about 90 min starting from 
0300 LT in contrast to tile mt'diall behaviour of a dGWnward 
drift. These values of Vz represent COrrect ones except for the 
interval (0015 - 0115 LT) when h/F was < 300 km, wben they 
get overestimated due to the contribution of height increases 
due to chemical loss. A similar perturbation in F region peak 
height of mixed polarity pre-vailed at lIuancayo on the da.yside 
simultaneous to the one in h'F Kodllikanal on the nightside, 
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Fig.3. F-region vertical drift vt'locity at Kodaikanal (derived 
from h'F data) on the night of 20-21 August 1979 along 
with the monthly median pattern (dashed curve). The 
transient disturbance in vE'rtkal drift associated with the 
su bstorm is indicated by the heavy line. 

as can be seen from the h(>haviour of hpF2 shown in FigUI'e.2 
(top panel). The polarity pattern of the disturbance in hpF2 is 
exactly the opposite of that ill h'F. At the time of the sudden 
and rapid decrease in ll'F at Kodaika.nal (indica.ting the 011-

set of strong downward drift) beginning at 2130LT (1630UT), 
hpF2 at Huancayo experit'nc(>d a, rapid and sigllificaJlt rise from 
458 km at 12 LT ( 17 UT) to .).')1 Kill at 13 LT (19 UT) i.e. an 
increase of 93 Km in 1 hr. Thereafter the F-layer underwent 
a continuous and anomalous descent for 3 hrF; so much so that 
hpF2 decreased from .551 Kill at 13 1,'1' (18 UT) to -132 km by 
16 LT (21 UT). These rapid amI significant change in hpF2, 

which are in marked deviation to the general trend of a steady 
and slow increase (6km/hr) around noon (sec Fignre.2), consti
tute signatures of a transient disturbance in F-region vertical 
plasma drift. In view of the known sensitivity of F-layer peak 
electron density near dip eqnator (trough region of the equato
rial ionization anomaly) to the zonal t'icct,ric field through the 
EXB plasma drift (ba.~ic ingredient of the 'founta.in' process 
responsible for the anomaly), we have also examined the day-
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Fig.4. Day time variation offoF2 at IIuancayo on 20 August 1979 
along with the monthly median patt.ern (dashed curve). 
The perturbation associated with that in hpF2 and the 
substorm is indicated by the heavy line. 

time behaviour of foF2 at Hna,ncayo on 20 August 1979 for a 
plausible response. The data presented ill Figure.4 clear show 
a prominent disturbance in foF2 of the expected nature in as
sociation with that in hpF2 Ilnmely, an initial decrease (by 2.4 
MHz over the period 12 -14 LT) and a, subsequent increase (by 
1.2 MHz over the period 14 - 16 LT). These changes in foF2 
indicate that the perturbation in hpF2 is a ma,nifestation of 
that in vertical plasma drift. This conclusion also draws sup
port from the study of Batista. et al (1991) which showed that a 
downward drift (westward electric field) during daytime causes 
a lowering of F-region peak height and a sharp and rapid rise 
in peak electron density. Transient changes in foF2 and hpF2 
of opposite polarity will prevail if an increase in the ambient 
upward drift (eastward electric field) were to occur. 

The geomagnetic, interpla,netary and ionospheric data 
presented in Figures.1 and 2 demonstrate the excellent coin
cidence of the simultant'ous disturbance in F-layer height of 
composite nature at Kodnika.nal and 11 llancayo with the sub

storm activity and related r.ha.nges in IMF Bz and polM' cap 
voltage (¢). The unambigu01lR temporal relationship strongly 
suggests the substorm origin of the disturbance in equatorial 
F-region height and hence in the zonal electric field. The con
tribution of substorm-related neutral winds and waves to the 
observed height changes can he discounted on several points: 
(a) the known insensitivity of F-region height neal' dip equa
tor to horizontal neutral winds (b) the wind MId wave effects 
will manifest a.t equatoriallntitudes with a. delay from the on
set of the substorm (a wave disturbance originating at 65° 
geomag.lat. for example, would reach Koclaikana.l after N 2 
hI'S even if it propagates at. 1000111/S and (c) the substorm
generated winds being eqllatol'ward can only cause an increase 
in F-region height in the nort.hern hemisphere but not the ob
served increase and decreaRe. 

In our opinion, the theon'tical work most relevant to the 
observations reported here art' the semi-ana.lytical/ numerical 
models which simulate the pC'lturbations ill Rubauroral electric 
fields following rapid changC'H in high la.titude convection (Se
nior and Blanc, 1984; Fejer (>\ al,1990a). These models based 
on the convection approach predict westward (eastward) el(>c
tric fields at equatoriallatittldes during night (day) for a sud
den increase in polar cap potentia.! (4)), and fields of opposite 
polarity for a sudden dt'cT(>a.se. And this indeed is the pola,l'ity 

patteru observed at the dip ('quatoria.l stations during the sub
storm activity on 20 August studied here. The comparison of 

observations with theory can also be a.ttempted with regards 
to the amplitude of tIle tl'allRient electric fields, because the es
timated cha.nges in rp d u ri Ilg the SIl bstorm (Figure.2) are very 
close to the values assumed in the model simulations availa.ble 
in literature i.e. an increa8e and decrease in ¢ of 100 KV and 
70 KV respectively. The comparison is, however, done only 
for the night sector because of the avaHability of direct infor
mation of Vz from h'F da.ta at I\:oda,ikanal. Assessment of 
the perturbation in Vz responsible for the observed changes in 
daytime hpF2 at Huancayo r('quires a numerical model-based 
study which is beyond the scope of t.his paper. To estimate the 
magnitude of the substorm-related C'lcctric fields, the values of 
Vz derived from·h'F data nt Kodaikana.1 a.re corrected for chem-



icalloss effects. The upward drift induced by chemical loss, V f3 

= (3L, where (3 is the loss rate and L = [(dn/dz)/N]-l is the 
electron density scale lengt.h. f3 is calculated form MSIS-86 
thermospherical model (Hedin, 1987) derived values of neutral 
composition for the relevant geophysical conditions a,nd local 
times, using the expression given by Titheridge and Buonsanto 

(1983) which is valid for Tn in the range 7·50-1300 K as is found 
to be the case. L is estimated from ionogram data. The cor

rected values of Vz = [d(h'F)/dt - V f3] showed the maximum 
amplitudes of the transient westward (around 22LT) and east
ward (at 02LT) electric fields at Kodaikanal to be ~ 0.9 m V 1m 
and", 1.7m V 1m respectively. The initial time response curves 
of the equatorial zonal electric field for 6.¢ == 100 KV and 6.¢ = 
-70 KV show the amplitude of the westwa,rd and eastward per

turbation fields for the relevant local times to be '" O.lm V 1m 
and", 0.8 m V 1m respectively (see Figure.5 of Fejer at al, 1990 

a and Figure.10 of Fejer et aI, 1990 b). The observed am
plitude of the transient electric fields especially the eastward 
field around 02 LT is higher than the model results. The occur
rence of such large eastward electric fields (> 1.5m V 1m) in tIle 
midnight - dawn sector at equatorial and low latitudes in asso

ciation with sudden northward swing of Bz/onset of substorm 
recovery phase is known from recent case studies (e.g.Fejer et 

al, 1990 a; Sastri et al, 1992). 
During the review of this paper, one of the referees drew 

our attention to the presence of a composite electric field dis
turbance in the earlier work of Gonzales et al (1983). The 
polarity pattern of this disturbance which was evidenced over 

the period 08-09UT on 11 October 1980 is the same as that pre
sented here, namely, eastward (westward) fields near dip equa-

tor on the nightside (dayside) with a decrease in cOllvection (at 
08UT), and fields of opposite polarity with an increase in con
vection (at 09UT). There are noteworthy differences, however, 
between the two electric field disturbances. The one on 20 
August 1979 discussed here occurred in close asociation with 
isolated substorm activity and with a, natural sequence of con
vection changes, Le, an increase followed by a decrease, and 
the comparison of its characteristics (on the nightside) with 
theoretical results is rather straiglltforward. The one on 11 

October 1980, on the otherhand, manifested during the course 
of prolonged substorm activity (moderate auroral activity also 

prevailed over the preceeding 12 hI'S with AE index exceed
ing 500nT several times), and the electric field penetration 
is evidenced first with a, decrease and then with an increase. 
Scrutiny of Figure.5 of Gonzales et al shows that ra,pid decrease 
and increase in convection also occurred around 0540UT and 
0625 UT respectively as at 08 ane! 09UT mentioned earlier. 
But while the latter are accompanied by unmistakable world
wide perturbations in equatorial zonal electric field, there is 
no perceptible response to the formt'r even on the nightside 
at Jicamarca (75QW). Instead, eastward fields are seen at Ji
camarca at 0500UT and 0710UT when there are no changes 
in IMF Bz, AL index a,nd Jligh latitude electric field. The 
lack of detectable perturbation electirc fields due to the con
vection changes over the period 0540-0625UT could be due to 

the strong local time dependence of penetration electric fields 
(the amplitude is smaller around midnight than in the pre
dawn period) or enhanced a.ttenuation of high latitude fields 

in penetrating to dip equator or both. The measurements of 

Gonzales et al (1983) for the pJasmasphcrk electric field ca,m-

paign of October 1980 stand testimony to the complexity of 
the physical situation that obtains during prolonged substrom 
activity, and the difficulties in understanding the electric field 

disturbances under such geophysical conditions. 
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